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*Archive tags rely on recaptures & reporting. Very low odds of success unless deployed into an intensive fishery
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In the Past...
• Manual, single-point process
• Limited data collection
• Labor intensive (expensive)
• Daytime, fair-weather biology
• Low data intensity
• Big data gaps

• Automation
• 24/7/365 detections
• Reduced effort
• High data intensity
• Less data gaps
• Smaller, cheaper*, faster

* At least in terms of cost per data point

Now...
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Acoustic
Telemetry

• Passive arrays increase spatial 
and temporal scale while reducing 
effort

• Further expansion by 
integrated networks at different 
scales
• GLATOS, IMOS, iTag, OTN

• Fine-scale resolution (VPS)
• Several receiver upload methods

• Manual
• Acoustic modem
• Cell or satellite

• Remote receiver uploads via drone
• Decreasing tag sizes
• Increasing sensor capabilities
• Trade-offs:

• Spatially restricted
• Location accuracy
• Longer battery life



Satellite 
Telemetry

• Supplementing radio telemetry
• Smallest tag now 2 grams
• Multiple types with different 

constellations
• Argos
• Iridium

• Additional sensors
• GPS fixes between satellite 

passes
• Temperature
• Depth
• Light

• Trade-offs:
• Requires surfacing
• Location quality varies
• Shorter battery life



•Environmental
•Temp
•Depth
•Heading
•Salinity
•Velocity

•Positional
•Heading
•Velocity
•Accelerometer (ADL)

•Nearby acoustic tags
•CHAT tags detect 
other tags

Logging Tags



• Set Location (camera traps) 
• Animal Mounted (critter cams)
• Short battery life
• Requires recovery

Cameras



• Single/split beam
• Multi-beam 
• Acoustic cameras 

• ARIS
• DIDSON

• Sidescan
• Used to detect animals
• Works in murky water 

and at night
• Larger swept area than 

video Flowers and Hightower 2013

Sonar



Drones and Floats

• Surface
• Waveglider
• Saildrone
• Spotter

• Submerged
• Argo floats
• Slocum gliders
• AUV’s

• Can be roaming acoustic receivers or 
downloaders

• Fixed location, set course, or drifters



Improved Analyses

• Advances in technology lead to "big data"
• Easily process in new programs with 

improved computing ability
• Bayesian statistics
• Machine learning techniques
• Network analysis



Futurecasting

• Integration
• multiple tag types combined: acoustic tag/sat tag, 

ADL/PSAT/acoustic tag, sonar/acoustic, etc

• Multi-sensor/modular
• tags and lab-on-a-chip sensors (environmental DNA)

• Very large scale- lots of receivers/ sensors (small, cheap, 
fast). 

• Swarms of autonomous mobile receivers/sensors in self-
creating networks (underwater, surface, aerial). New 
satellite constellations used (Starlink) 

• Reporter tags (animal:animal, animal:receiver)

• Automated with artificial intelligence (as in Birdnet)

• Fiber optic cables as detectors (Passive Acoustic location/ID)



• No strong central actor (ex: GLATOS – Great Lakes)
• Acoustic telemetry weakly integrated through volunteer network (iTAG) facilitated by FWCC
• No similar structure for satellite tagging – Animal Telemetry Network (ATN)?
• Data storage for environmental data (GCOOS, SECOORA), but no easy linkage between animal 

data and environmental data – and limitations based on locations

Gulf of Mexico challenges
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Questions?

https://doi.org/10.3354/meps13637
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